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Presenter
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Audience: Means of communication



Verbal Communication
 Language
 Speed of speech
 Pitch, tone

Non verbal communication
Gestures
 Facial expressions
 Pauses
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Are you comfortable with both in person and on call conversations?



Face to face Communication 
 One on one dialogue 
 Possibility to ‘guesstimate’

Telephone/Online Communication
 Privacy
 Distance
 Ease of accessibility
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What are the benefits and drawbacks of both types?



Telephone 
Communication

Ways to turn these 
conversations into 
opportunities.
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The trend of using telephone conversation at work is definitely here to stay. Sectors including healthcare have started seeing the benefits and the job market is bound to expand. Job interviews – telephonic, through skype etc.



1. Do you like talking over the phone? Have you 
heard your own phone voice?

2. Clear your mind of all prejudices before the call.

3. Smile ! It reflects in your voice

4. Write down a short script for the phone 
conversation. Create an action plan for the call.  
With outbound calls, you are in charge of the call 
agenda. 

5. Speak clearly and concisely to maintain attention.
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Write down a short opening script. Hello, this is Arundhati from CMT (full form). Speak out your name clearly. Is this a good time to talk? If yes, proceed. If you know the person, start with something familiar. If you don’t know the person but have a common acquaintance, start by giving a reference. If totally unknown, start by mentioning your own credentials, immigrant.. and  then cmt info.



Voice quality is determined by these factors that can 
be controlled :

1. Energy 

2. Rate of speech : Normal rate is 125 words per 
minute

3. Pitch : Vary the tone and infliction (pitch).
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Voice is a natural trait. But once we know the pros and cons of the voice, we can modulate it to create maximum impact. Each language has its own rhythm. When you change languages, you need to adapt to that rhythm too. Also, you need to start thinking in that language. Dundee experience of accent.



Remember to :
1. Drink and keep some water 

handy.
2. Warm up your voice by 

humming softly to deepen 
the sound of voice.

3. Practice pitch control by 
recording and play acting 
several calls with or without 
a partner.

4. Critique your recorded 
messages and work on the 
areas that need 
improvement.



There is a boxing day sale in town.

Read this sentence with the following 
different emotions :

1. Normal
2. Surprise
3. Enthusiasm
4. Secrecy
5. Question
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Most of times it is how you say it rather than what you say. Ask one or two from the audience to say it aloud.



Irate Client
 Begin with mild surprise at a 

problem having occurred.
 Listen to the problem in a 

subdued and less assertive 
manner.

 Share a solution in a enthusiastic 
way.

 Close with a apology and then 
highlight the solution in a 
enthusiastic way.

Disinterested Client
 Begin with a subdued but 

empathetic explanation of who 
you are, where are you calling from 
and the reason you are calling.

 Place one or two questions to the 
client.

 Engage with mild surprise, smile, 
mild shock as per the answer.

 Proceed with exact solutions for 
the questions.

 Close with a thanks and highlight 
the solutions.
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Work experience : Old lady with diabetes. She said knew all about the disease and diets. What new would I be telling her? I sounded so young that she doubted if I could make tea myself! So I checked my voice, worked on voice modulation. I asked her, if she knew so much, how come nothing has helped her? That was the turning point.



.

“Most people listen with the intent to reply”



During a call, clients will :
1. Make statements
2. Offer objections
3. Ask questions

When you fail to listen, you may :
1.Miss the message
2.Hear only what you want to hear
3. Fail to recognize an opportunity arisen out   

of the statements, objections or questions.



How  do we do it?
 Pay attention
 Show that you are listening
 Reflect/ paraphrase what 

you heard
 Allow speaker to complete.
 Ask open ended and 

probing questions.
 Respond appropriately

 Deeper understanding
 Individualized strategy
 Discover answers
 Greater ownership of 

decisions
 Better compliance
 Mutually fruitful 

relationships

Why do we do it?



 Statement
The new health program 
launched has individualized 
counseling services. Would 
you like to enroll for it? 
Acknowledge the statement
Move the conversation to 
the next step.

 Objection
Ask probing questions to get 
to the root cause.
Suggest appropriate 
alternatives.
 Acknowledge the grievance
 Empathize
 Suggest and proceed to the 
next step. Avoid losing 
control of the discussion. 

“Your programs may not cater to my needs”
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Statement: you know what, many people think that CMT is only meant for immigrants or women. But we have xyz programs……. Continue with the main aim of the call.Objection: ask questions, what made them unhappy, what difference would satisfy them etc. make a note. And now based on their suggestions, put forth a program that seems to cater their need,



The wise man doesn’t give the right answers, he poses 
the right questions.
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How many of you have faced a situation where you dint understand the question in a exam and hence failed to write well? And then when your friend words the question in a different way you realize you knew the answer perfectly well! 



Open ended
 How 
 Why
 When
 Who  
 What 
 Where 

Closed ended
 Did 
 Can 
 Have 
 Do   
 Is
 Will/would
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Make a question and ask your partner.



When do we use open 
ended and closed 
ended questions?





• 1 million users access whatsapp daily.
• Recent acquisition by Facebook has changed its no advertising policy.
• Whatsapp Business is being developed as a social media app .

The few changes that have been taken in that direction are:
1. Whatsapp live
2. Ability to delete sent messages
3. Email chats

WhatsApp Business:
Business profile including name, location, description, website
Business accounts will be verified with a green checkmark
There will be simple statistics available  number of sent, received, read msgs)
Customers will receive automatic messages when absent (away msg)



Use whatsapp  to generate interest and try to convert it into phone 
conversation.
Utilize the various features of the app :
 Status
 Last seen
 Create videos of less than 6 secs and convert them to GIF format
 Check  read receipts and acknowledge esp. in a group.
 Create a personal bookmark. Create a group, delete all participants 

excepts yourself and then send the msg, links to the group to keep 
them handy.

 Android users can use third party apps (Parallel Space) to have 
multiple whatsapp accounts. You can also have a personal and business 
account.

 It may have landline phone number support.
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